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Abstract: Reducing overall and injury cross-over crashes on rural two-lane, undivided roadways is always an urgent priority
with very high payoff. However, the current shoulder width policy may eliminate hundreds of kilometers of rural highways
from potential life savings treatments, i.e., centerline line rumble strips (CLRS). The objective of this research was to
determine how rumble strip configurations affect drivers’ behavior (measured in terms of lateral position and speed) at
several different shoulder width configurations. Vehicular lateral position and operating speed data were collected using
pneumatic road tubes in a “Z” configuration. One location per rumble strip / shoulder width combination was selected. Data
was statistically analyzed as one-way treatment structure in CRD. The results showed that rumble strips and shoulder width
levels have statistically significant effects on vehicular lateral position and speed levels.
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1. Introduction
According to the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) 2007 Policy on Longitudinal Milled-in Shoulder
and Centerline Rumble Strips (CLRS), “Centerline rumble strips may be used on two-lane, Class B and C, rural highways
with asphalt pavement surfaces 3.81 cm (1.5 inches) or more in depth having paved shoulder width of at least 0.91 m (3
feet)”. Unfortunately, there is a good number of two-lane rural roadways in Kansas that does not meet the shoulder width
requirement, but could potentially benefit from the installation of CLRS. There is no definitive answer for which situations to
technically and economically recommend the installation of CLRS. Based on the literature review, no study was performed to
evaluate these criteria.
Reducing overall and injury cross-over crashes on rural two-lane, undivided roadways is always an urgent priority
with very high payoff. However, the current KDOT shoulder width policy may eliminate hundreds of kilometers of Kansas
rural highways from potential life savings treatment. As previously stated, the assumption made in this chapter regarding the
lateral position of cars in the travel lane is that the safest position occurs when drivers position the center of their vehicles
near the center on the travel lane (not the center of the roadway). A shift in average position to the left, towards the centerline
was assumed to increase the risk of cross-over crashes. On the other hand, a shift to the right, toward the edgeline, was
assumed to increase the risk of run-off-the-road (ROR) crashes. Shifts in lateral position were assumed to be practically
significant if they were greater than 15 cm (6 inches), as described by Finley et al. (2008).

1.1 Objective
The objectives of this research were to verify how rumble strips influence the operational use of roadways (in terms
of vehicular operating speed and lateral position) with different shoulder widths and to provide recommendations of when
CLRS should be installed. A comparison of operating speed, vehicles’ lateral position, and safety effectiveness between
sections with CLRS only, with shoulder rumble strips (SRS) only, with combinations of CLRS and SRS, and without any type
of rumble strips on roadways and at different shoulder widths and AADTs was performed.
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